
“The heat pump developed within the HEAT4U project is

one of the best technologies available today for efficient

heating in the sector of existing residential buildings."

Daniel Hec
General Secretary

"The Robur heat pump has been tested, it is efficient,

reliable and extremely quiet. If you have to replace

a boiler, replace it with a gas absorption heat pump!”

Paul Lemmens
Technical Officer

DG Research and Innovation

The Robur heat pump technology is acknowledged by

the European Commission under the EU’s Seventh

Framework Programme for Research and Technological

Development with the HEAT4U Project as one

of the most innovative heating technologies

for existing residential building.

Tested and certified by

“For our home we wanted an easy-to-use,

but efficient and eco-friendly heating system.

Our installer suggested the installation of K18.

System retrofit was not required

and Robur has kept the promises.”

Daniela Faccanoni speaks about her home

"Our K18 perfectly fits outdoors.

And it is so quiet that we can enjoy our garden

listening the sounds of nature.

In addition the former plant room became

my hobby room. K18 is highly recommended ...

also to my customers."

Installer Marcello Delsale speaks about K18

"I was looking for a distinguishing solution

to my customers, achieving the following

requirements: comfort, simplicity

and energy efficiency.

With the K18 heat pump we felt in love at first

sight. I’ve chosen K18 also for my heating system.

I tried it, I recommend it to my customers."

Installer Roberto Calza speaks about K18

What people say about K18:

"Since I’ve installed K18 I could enjoy a significant

cost reduction in energy bill.

Data are clear: saving up to 40%! And all of this

wiithout undertaking heavy refurbishment works.”

Michele Mazzola speaks about his home

"I chose K18 because it uses a significant rate

of renewable energy and it is powered

by natural gas. No change in electricity supply has

been required: this meant a clear and reliable

forecasting of costs, because I could estimate the

savings starting from my current gas bill."

Enea Federici speaks about his home “E.ON was in charge of performance monitoring of K18

installed in this German home. Evidences are clear:

energy consumption and cost reduction are higher than

38% by the integration of renewable energy.

Performances are always constant, thus helping

maintaining high indoor comfort.”

Dr. Matthias Brune and Angelo Martino

Energy Networks E.ON Technologies GmbH

K18 installed at private home
Bottrop, Germany

K18 keeps the promises


